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Abstrat

Cosmi rays represent one of the most fasinating researh themes

in modern astronomy and physis. After almost a entury sine their

disovery, a huge amount of sienti� literature has been written on

this topi and it is not always easy to extrat from it the neessary

information for somebody who approahes the subjet for the �rst

time. This has been the main motivation for preparing this artile,

whih is a onise and self-ontained review for whoever is interested

in studying osmi rays. The priority has been given here to well

established fats, whih are not at risk to get obsolete in a few years

due to the fast progress of the researh in this �eld. Also many data

are presented, whih are useful to haraterize the doses of ionizing

radiation delivered to organisms living on the Earth due to osmi

rays. The tehnial terms whih are often enountered in the sienti�

literature are explained in a separate appendix.

1 Introdution

Cosmi rays (CR) represent a fasinating subjet of researh, whih is re-

ently witnessing a growing interest within the sienti� ommunity. With

the next generation of osmi ray detetors, like for example the Pierre Auger

�
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Observatory whih is urrently under onstrution, there is the hope that the

questions posed by these osmi partiles will �nd soon some satisfatory an-

swer. One should also note that the attention to CR is not only restrited to

the traditional �elds of high energy physis and astropartiles. This artile

is for instane the result of the authors' e�orts to investigate the mutageni

e�ets of osmi rays on ells. To this purpose, one needs to haraterize

very preisely the �uxes and intensities of partiles arriving to the ground as

an e�et of the interation of CR with the atmosphere of the Earth.

The inreasing popularity of CR is aompanied by an inreasing demand

of information on this topi, but it is not always easy to extrat this informa-

tion from the huge amount of literature whih has been written on CR during

a period of almost a entury after their disovery. An additional problem is

that, looking at the sienti� literature on CR, often onepts like the integral

vertial intensity or the di�erential integrated �ux are enountered. These

terms sound somewhat puzzling and exoti for a reader that enounters them

for the �rst time. These motivations have ompelled us to prepare this short

review, whih would like to be a ompat but self-ontained referene on CR.

The preferene has been given here to well established fats, whih are not

in danger to beome obsolete in a few years due to the fast progress in this

topi. Moreover, a onsiderable e�ort has been done in order to explain in

details and with the help of �gures the tehnial terms used in the urrent

sienti� literature. The puzzles raised by the existene of ultra-high energy

osmi rays with energy of 10

19
eV or higher, like the mystery of their ori-

gins or the apparent violation of the theory of relativity whih is onneted

with them, have been just brie�y mentioned. Hopefully, these puzzles will

be solved with the next generation of osmi rays detetors. Another aim of

this work is to present data onerning the physial parameters, e. g. types

of radiation, delivered e�etive doses and dose rates, �uxes and intensities of

inoming partiles, whih haraterize the radiation to whih the organisms

living on the Earth are exposed beause of CR. These data are ertainly

of interest for sientists working in life sienes. Cosmi rays are in fat the

soure of an almost uniform bakground of ionizing radiation whih is present

everywhere on the Earth. Most of their energy arrives to the ground in the

form of kineti energy of muons. The latter partiles are very penetrating

and are able to travel for kilometers in water and for hundreds of meters in

rok. Sine ionizing radiation is mutageni, it is very likely that the radiation

of osmi origin has shaped in some way the evolution of life on our planet,

generating some kind of adaptive response in ells.
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Finally, as already mentioned, this artile is self-ontained, but of ourse

it is far from being omplete, beause it is impossible to over all the immense

literature whih exists on osmi rays. To integrate the material presented

here, suggested further readings are for instane [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄ and referenes

therein.

2 Cosmi rays and the natural bakground ra-

diation

2.1 Introdution to osmi rays

Cosmi rays, �rst disovered by Vitor Hess in 1912, are harged partiles

aelerated at very high energies by astrophysial soures loated anywhere

beyond the atmosphere of the Earth. 89% of osmi rays onsists of protons,

followed by �� partiles (� 10%) and heavier nulei (� 1%) 1

. All elements

of the periodi table, inluding transurani elements, have been deteted.

More details on the omposition of osmi rays an be found in Ref. [2℄ and

referenes therein.

Within the �ux of inoming partiles one an distinguish di�erent om-

ponents. The most relevant ones are galati CR (GCR), solar energeti par-

tiles (SCR) and the anomalous CR (ACR) [8℄. GCR originate from soures

loated in our galaxy outside the solar system. It is believed that GCR are

a onsequene of astrophysial events like stellar �ares, stellar oronal mass

ejetions, supernova explosions, partile aeleration by pulsars [7℄. Very of-

ten, the word osmi rays refers only to GCR [1℄. The smallest detetable

energy of GCR is about 1 GeV. Below this energy, the sreening e�et of

the solar wind is too strong to allow them to penetrate the heliosphere [9℄.

A detailed information on the interation of GCR with the magneti �elds

of the Sun and of the Earth is ontained in Ref. [7℄ and referenes therein.

Here we would just like to mention the ation on CR of the galati magneti

�elds whih are generated by the spinning of the Milky Way. These �elds

are relatively weak, beause the average magneti �eld in our galaxy is of

1

These data are taken from Ref. [1℄. Of ourse, as it always happens in the ase of

experimental data, there is some unertainty due to measurement errors. For this reason,

di�erent authors report slightly di�erent values as in the ase of [7℄, whih gives 95% for

protons, 3:5% for � partiles and 1:5% for all the rest. It should also be noted that the

�ux of partiles below the energy of 10GeV strongly depends on the 11�year solar yle.
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the order of 10�10T. However, sine CR onsist of harged partiles traveling

along huge distanes, at the end these magneti �elds are able to bend their

trajetories in a relevant way. At this point one should note that there are

two di�erent omponents in the magneti �elds of our galaxy, a regular one

and a turbulent one, see Ref. [10℄. The strengths and diretions of the mag-

neti �elds belonging to the turbulent omponent are random [9, 10℄. Due

to this randomness, the trajetories of CR are randomly bent. As a onse-

quene, the �ux of CR whih arrives on the Earth is also random or, more

preisely, isotropi. For this reason, it is not easy to asertain where GCR

are oming from. Besides being isotropi, the partile �ux is onstant in time

too, so that GCR form an almost uniform bakground of ionizing radiation

on the surfae of the Earth. CR of energies up to 1021eV have been observed.

These are onsiderable energies for a mirosopi partile. For example, the

upper energy limit of 1021eV orresponds in SI units approximately to 160

Joules. This is omparable to the kineti energy of a ball of 0:8kg thrown at

the speed of 50km/hour. The origin of suh ultra high energy CR (UHECR)

is so far unknown, but there are strong hints that they ould be produed

outside of our galaxy. Candidate soures of UHECR ould be relativisti

plasma jets from supermassive blak holes [11℄, explosions of galati nulei

[7℄, but other possibilities have been proposed, like magneti monopoles, see

for example [12℄. The main evidene whih suggests that UHECR are of ex-

tragalati origin is provided by the fat that the magneti �elds whih are

present in the Milky Way are not able to trap CR of that energy. Indeed,

already protons of energy higher than 10

15
eV are able to esape the galati

on�nement

2

. As a onsequene, if protons of energies of 10

19
eV or higher

would be produed by soures loated in our galaxy, they would esape it in

all possible diretions following trajetories whih are almost straight lines.

For this reason, the ultra high energy protons whih reah the Earth should

arrive along diretions whih are approximately parallel to the galati plane.

However, this onlusion is not on�rmed by observations, see Refs. [13, 14℄

and referenes therein. Observations show in fat that the spatial distribu-

tion of ultra high energy protons is isotropi, so that their diretions are not

aligned with the galati plane. This is of ourse a strong hint that UHECR

are of extragalati origin.

2

In the ase of heavier nulei, the threshold energy for esaping the galati on�nement

is higher than that of protons. It is for this reason that one observes a greater proportion

of heavier nulei with respet to protons in CR with energy above 10

15
eV.
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On the other side, there is at least one argument whih seems to point

out that the soures of UHECR are not very far from our galaxy. In fat,

it has been noted that protons of energies above 5� 1019eV would lose their

energy by interating with the photons of the mirowave (big bang) bak-

ground. This e�et was predited in 1966, one year after the detetion of the

mirowave bakground radiation, by Kenneth Greisen, Vadem Kuzmin and

Georgi Zatsepin. The energy threshold of 5� 1019eV is alled the GZK-limit,

from the names of its disoverers. Protons with energies above that threshold

will be slowed down during their travel to the Earth by the mehanism of

energy-loss pointed out by Greisen, Kuzmin and Zatsepin until their energy

falls below the GZK-limit. This mehanism is so e�ient that, in pratie,

protons with energies higher than 5� 1019eV should not be observed on the

Earth if their soure is loated at distanes whih are greater than 50Mp

3

.

Sine ultra high energy protons have instead been deteted, this implies that

they originate from soures whih are within the range of 50Mp. Yet the

known osmi objets whih ould be able to aelerate protons to suh high

energies are at least at a distane of about 100 Mp or more. So osmi

ray protons above this energy should not arrive on the Earth or we should

explain why their formidable soures, whih should be relatively near to us,

remain invisible. These ontraditions are known under the name of GZK

paradox. On these points see Ref. [15℄.

Let's now disuss the remaining omponents of CR. Energeti solar events,

like for instane solar �ares, are able to aelerate partiles up to some GeV

very e�iently within the time of 10 seonds. The SCR are mainly pro-

tons, heavier nulei and eletrons. Finally, it is worth mentioning also the

ase of ACR. This kind of CR is mainly haraterized by ions of elements

whih are di�ult to ionize, inluding He, N, O, Ne and Ar. Moreover, ACR

have a relatively low energy, up to a few hundreds of MeV [16℄. It is thus

improbable that CR of suh a low energy ould originate from the violent

phenomena whih produe GCR. Besides, we reall that CR of energy be-

low 1GeV oming from outside the heliosphere annot penetrate very deeply

inside the solar system, beause they are de�eted by the solar magneti

�elds. There are indeed evidenes that ACR may be neutrally harged dust

partiles present in the interstellar gas near the border of the solar system

3

Mp stands for megaparse. 50Mp are approximately 150 millions of light years. This

is about 1500 times the diameter of a galaxy and it is not a big distane in omparison

with the osmi sale of distanes.
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[1, 8, 17℄. When these partiles enter in ontat with the far edges of the

heliosphere, they are ionized by UV solar photons or by interations with

the partiles within the solar wind. One these dust partiles have been ion-

ized, they are aelerated by the shok waves formed when the solar wind

enounters the interstellar plasma. Partiles esaping the shoks may di�use

toward the inner heliosphere and arrive on the Earth as ACR. Atually, there

are many open questions on the mehanism of ACR aeleration. Hopefully,

these questions will be answered in 2007. By that date, in fat, the Voyager 1

should reah the region in whih the shoks our, whih is thought to be

somewhere between 75 and 100 AU from the Sun

4

. This will be the �rst

time that an example of CR aeleration will be observed diretly.

2.2 Interation of CR with the Earth's atmosphere

When CR arrive near the Earth, they hit the nulei of the atoms of the atmo-

sphere, in partiular nitrogen and oxygen, produing in this way seondary

partiles. The �rst interation of the CR primary partile takes plae in the

top 10% of the atmosphere [21℄. The most relevant reations

5

, remembering

that 90% or more of CR onsists of protons, are:

pp�! pn�+ or pp�! pp�0 (1)

pn �! pp�� or pn �! pn�0 or pn �! nn�+ (2)

(3)

In the above reations all the seondary partiles are hadrons, namely protons

p, neutrons n and pions in all their harged states �� ;�0. Pions may in turn

deay aording to the following proesses:

�+ �! �+ �� and �� �! �� ��� (4)

�0 �!  (5)

where the �� 's are muons, the 's are photons and ��;��� are respetively

muoni neutrinos and their anti-partiles. The mean life of pions is 26ns

4

At the time in whih this artile was �nished, a distane up to about 90 AU has

been explored by Voyager 1. Some of the results of the observations an be found in

Refs. [18, 19, 20℄.

5

One should remember that the ollisions of CR with the atmosphere gives raise also to

less relevant reations, whih produe partiles like kaons, � partiles and even resonanes.
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for �� and 10

�16
seonds in the ase of �0. For this reason, harged pions

may still ollide with air atoms before deaying, but it is very unlikely that

this happens in the ase of neutral pions, whih have a very short average

life. Other seondary partiles, like protons, neutrons and photons interat

very frequently with the atoms of the atmosphere giving raise in this way to

a asade of less and less energeti seondary partiles. At the end, these

partiles are stopped by the atmosphere or, if the energy of the primary

partile was su�iently high, they an reah the ground.

The main mehanism of energy loss

6

of high energeti hadrons onsists

in the disintegration of the moleules of the atmosphere [22℄, see Fig 1. This

leads to the reation of new partiles through nulear interations like those

shown in Eqs. (1) and (2). At lower energies, dissipative proesses beome

predominant, in whih the moleules of the atmosphere get either ionized or

exited. The most relevant proess of this kind in the ase of heavy harged

partiles is the ionization of the moleules of the atmosphere. Lighter harged

partiles like eletrons and positrons lose their energies not only by ionization,

but also by bremsstrahlung. This onsists in the radiative loss of energy of

harged partiles moving inside matter, when they are de�eted by the ele-

trostati fores of the positive harged nulei of the surrounding moleules.

Photons and neutrons, the remaining relevant partiles in the asade, are

examples of indiretly ionizing radiation. Their interation mehanisms are

more ompliated than those of harged partiles and will not be desribed

here. The interested reader may �nd a more detailed aount on the way in

whih radiation of di�erent kinds interats with matter in Ref. [23℄.

The total number of seondary partiles N sec within the asade grows

rapidly, mainly sustained by the proesses of bremsstrahlung and pair pro-

dution due to eletrons, positrons and photons. Hadrons like protons and,

to a less extent, neutrons, are easily stopped by the atmosphere, so that they

inrease relevantly the number of partiles by disintegrating the moleules of

air only during the �rst stages of the formation of the asade. The deays of

pions given in Eqs. (4) and (5) produe muons and photons of onsiderable

energies. The muons are very penetrating partiles and do not interat very

muh with the air. They lose a small fration of their energy before reahing

the ground by ionizing the moleules of the atmosphere. The photons give

raise instead to eletron-positron pairs e+ e� . In turn, eletrons and positrons

reate other eletrons by ionization or other photons due to bremsstrahlung.

6

Here and in the following energy means the kineti energy of the partiles.
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In this way, while the asade propagates inside the atmosphere, the number

of its eletrons, positrons and photons grows almost exponentially. The max-

imum number of partiles inside the asade is attained when the average

energy per eletron reahes the threshold E T � 80MeV. When the energy of

eletrons in air falls below that threshold, ionization starts to prevail over

bremsstrahlung as the main mehanism of energy loss of eletrons in air and

the proess for inreasing the number of partiles desribed above eases to

be e�etive.

If the energy of the primary partile is below 1014eV, essentially only the

penetrating muons and neutrinos are able to arrive to the sea level, while

the other partiles in the asade are absorbed at higher altitudes. Atually,

neutrinos interat so rarely with matter that they ould pass through a light

year of water without undergoing any interation. Thus, if one is onerned

with the dose of ionizing radiation delivered by CR to the population, the

ontribution of neutrinos an simply be negleted. Muons are more dangerous

for the health. They have a short mean life at rest (2.2ns), but sine they

travel at very high speeds, they manage to reah the surfae of the Earth

due to the relativisti dilatation of time. Part of these muons an still deay,

giving raise to eletrons e� or positrons e+ , mainly aording to the proess:

�� = e� + �e + ��.

When the energy of the primary partiles is instead above 1014eV, the

asade of seondary partiles arrives to the ground before being stopped

by the atmosphere. In that ase, the asade is alled with the name of

air shower, see Fig.1. To be preise, the e�ets of an air shower started

by a primary partile of 10

14
eV are relevant up to altitudes omparable to

that of Mount Everest [24, 25℄. Only air showers generated by primaries of

energy of about 1015eV or higher are able to reah also the typial altitudes

of inhabited areas and arrive to the sea level. The frequeny of these air

showers is relatively high, beause the total �ux of primary partiles with

energy E � 1015eV is of about 100 partiles per m

2
per year. Giant air

showers produed by primaries of energies beyond 1020eV are muh more

rare: their total �ux is of 1 partile per km

2
per entury [1℄. More data

onerning �uxes of inoming primary partiles and an explanation of how

these data are measured using ground detetors, an be found in Refs. [6, 26℄.

In the air shower we distinguish a nuleoni omponent, a muon ompo-

nent and an eletromagneti omponent. The nuleoni omponent is gen-

erated by high energeti protons and neutrons, whih disintegrate the atoms

of the air giving raise to other protons and neutrons. The �uxes of eletrons,

8
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Figure 1: This �gure illustrates shematially how air showers generate from

osmi rays. The high energeti primary partile, usually a proton, whose

trajetory has been denoted in blak, starts to interat with the moleules of

the upper atmosphere. In this way, seondary partiles are produed, whih

give raise to other partiles (tertiary, quaternary et.) via other interations

with the atmosphere or via deay proesses. The total �ux of partiles an be

divided in a eletromagneti omponent (photons, eletrons and anti-eletrons

or positrons), see the blue trajetories in the �gure, in a muon omponent, see

the yan and red trajetories, and �nally in a nuleoni omponent (mainly

protons, neutrons, rarely pions) denoted in brown. At the sea level, the air

shower has the form of a panake, whose height is around two meters, while

its radius usually around a few hundreds of meters, but may reah some

tents of kilometers in the ase of very energeti osmi rays. The nuleoni

omponent is usually on�ned in a narrow one entered along the diretion

of the inoming primary partile.
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positrons and photons started by the deay of the �0's, together with the

eletrons and positrons oming from the deay of muons or from the ioniza-

tion due to the hadrons, form the eletromagneti omponent. In the early

times of CR researh, eletrons and positrons have been alled the soft om-

ponent, while muons oming from the deay of the harged pions have been

alled the hard omponent. These names originate from the fat that muons

are very penetrating and thus they may be regarded as �hard� partiles. For

instane, at the energy of 1 GeV, the range

7

of muons is 2.45� 105g m�2
. This

implies that in water, whih has a density of 1 g m

�3
at 4 C, muons run

along an average distane of 2.45 km before being stopped ompletely. In

standard rok, whih has a density of 2.65 g m

�3
[2℄, this average distane

redues to about 900 meters.

At the sea level, the air shower has approximately the form of a panake

with an height of 1-2 meters. Its extension in the other two diretions,

de�ned as the distane in whih 90% of the total energy of the shower is

ontained, is given by the so-alled Molière radius. For example, in the ase

of an air shower started by a primary partile of an energy of 1019eV (10

EeV) the Molière radius has a length of about 70 meters. The real extension

of the shower is muh bigger and some of the muons may be deteted up

to a distane of a few kilometers from the ore [26℄. Usually the nuleoni

omponent, whih is omposed by heavier partiles than those of the muon

and eletromagneti omponents, is less de�eted from the diretion of the

inident primary partile by the interations with the atmosphere and it is

thus onentrated in a narrow one inside the air shower. The enter of the

one is roughly aligned with the diretion of the original primary partile.

The number of seondary partiles whih arrives on the ground with an

air shower is huge. Considering partiles whose energies are greater that

200keV, an air shower generated by a 10EeV primary partile ontains up to

10

10
partiles, mostly photons, eletrons and positrons. Eletrons outnumber

positrons in the ratio 6 to 1. The maximum number of partiles, i. e. the

so-alled point of shower maximum or simply shower maximum, is attained

at an altitude of 2�3 km above the sea level. Many other data and diagrams

desribing the propagation of air showers in the atmosphere may be found

in Ref. [27℄.

7

The range is de�ned as the average depth of penetration of a harged partile into

a material before it loses all its kineti energy and stops. The onept of range has a

meaning only in the ase of harged partiles whose energy is kineti energy whih is lost

ontinuously along their paths due to ionization and bremsstrahlung proesses [23℄.
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When air showers approah the ground, about 85% of their energy is

onentrated in the eletromagneti omponent. The ontribution of the

muon and nuleoni omponents is thus muh less relevant. The situation

hanges ompletely if we onsider all CR, and not only those whih have

su�ient energy to give raise to an air shower. As we see in Fig. 2, muons

are in fat responsible for about 85% of the total equivalent dose delivered

by CR to the population at the sea level. As a onsequene, globally it is

the muon omponent the most signi�ant from the energeti point of view

and not the eletromagneti omponent. The reason of this fat is that

primary partiles with energy E � 1015, namely those whih an produe air

showers, form just a minimal fration of the total amount of CR arriving on

the Earth. For example, the total �ux of partiles with energy E � 1012eV

(1 TeV), is of 1 partile per m

2
per seond, i. e. a fator of 3�105 higher

than the total �ux of CR with energy E � 1015 reported above. In other

words, there is an overwhelming number of CR with energy lower than 1015eV

whih are not able to start an air shower, but may still generate energeti

muons. Being very penetrating partiles, these muons are not stopped easily

by the atmosphere and reah the sea level altitude, where they represent the

biggest soure of ionizing radiation of osmi origin. Other partiles whih

deliver relevant doses of ionizing radiation to the population on the surfae

of the Earth are photons, eletrons and neutrons. The perent ontributions

to the total equivalent dose of the various omponents of CR as a funtion

of the altitude is given in Fig. 2. In that �gure, whih has been published

in 1996, the urve onerning neutrons should be taken with some are,

beause the data on neutron �uxes in the atmosphere were still sparse at

that time [14℄. Other data about energies and �uxes of partiles due to CR

will be given in the next Setion. We note that protons and neutrons prevail

at higher altitudes, but they are rapidly absorbed by the atmosphere and

muons beome dominant at lower altitudes.

2.3 Intensities and �uxes of CR

CR are the soure of an avalanhe of seondary partiles whih hit onstantly

the surfae of the Earth. To determine the energy and number of these par-

tiles, their diretions of arrival and their distribution in time, quantities

like the integral vertial intensity or the di�erential diretional intensity are

measured. The meaning of these quantities is explained in details in a sep-

arate Appendix at the end of this artile. In this setion, we present some

11
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Figure 2: Perent ontribution of the various CR omponents to the total

equivalent dose at di�erent altitudes. This �gure is based on data of Ref. [7℄.

experimental data whih are useful in order to haraterize the ontribution

of the muon, eletromagneti and nuleoni omponents to the bakground

of ionizing radiations on the ground due to CR.

The integral vertial intensity (IVI in the Appendix, see Eq. (27)) of the

muon omponent with energy above 1 GeV at sea level is approximately

Ihardivi (� = 0)� 0.70�10�2 m

�2
s

�1
sr

�1
[2℄. The integral diretional intensity of

muons in the other diretions, whih are at an angle � with respet to the

vertial diretion, has the following behavior: Ihardidi (�)/ Ihardivi (� = 0)cos2�.

More omplete phenomenologial formulas for the angular distribution of CR

intensities may be found in Refs. [2, 28, 29℄. As Fig. 3 shows, muons arriving

to the ground are very energeti. The most frequent muon energy is 500MeV,

while the average muon energy is 4GeV. There is almost no protetion from

this soure of radiation, sine, as we have seen before, high energeti muons

are able to penetrate thik layers of onrete and roks.

The integral vertial intensity for eletrons plus positrons with energies

greater than 10, 100 and 1000 MeV is very approximately given by[2℄:

I
el+ pos

ivi (� = 0;Em in > 10M eV ) � 0:30� 10
�2
m

�2
s

�1
sr

�1
(6)

I
el+ pos

ivi (� = 0;Em in > 100M eV ) � 0:06� 10
�2
m

�2
s

�1
sr

�1
(7)

I
el+ pos

ivi (� = 0;Em in > 1000M eV ) � 0:02� 10
�3
m

�2
s

�1
sr

�1
(8)

Moreover, the total �ux of eletrons plus positrons amounts approximately to

12
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Figure 3: Di�erential integrated �ux (see Eq. (37) of the Appendix) of the

di�erent omponents of CR related radiation at the sea level. This �gure has

been reated on the basis of an analogous �gure appeared in Ref. [30℄. The

original data are taken from Ref. [32℄.

30% of the total partile �ux whih is reahing the ground due to osmi rays.

Always aording to [2℄, the ratios of photons to eletrons + positrons is ap-

proximately 1.3 above 1 GeV and 1.7 below the ritial energy E T � 80MeV

mentioned above. The di�erential �ux on the ground of the various om-

ponents of radiation related to CR an be seen in Fig. 3. One may observe

that di�erent partiles beome predominant at di�erent energies. In the low-

est portion of the energy range, eletrons are predominant. At energies of

around 1 MeV eletrons are taken over by fast neutrons whih arise mainly

due to the de-exitation of atmospheri nulei following ompound-nuleus

reations [31℄

8

. Eletrons beome one again predominant in the energy

range going from a few MeV up to some tens of MeV. Starting from energies

8

Roughly speaking, in a ompound nuleus reation a neutron or a proton, but also

an �� partile interating with the nuleus of an atom reates a nuleus of higher atomi

number whih is metastable and deays after a short period of time. For example, a

possible ompound-nuleus reation is: p + 63C u �! 64Zn�. The de-exitation of the

metastable nuleus produes others neutrons and protons, e. g.:

64Zn� �! 63Zn + n or

64Zn� �! 62C u+ n+ p. Compound-nuleus reations beome possible only if the energies

of the inoming nuleons or alpha partiles are suh that the de Broglie wave lengths of

these partiles are omparable with the size of the hit nuleus.

13



approximately above 200MeV, the number of muons beomes overwhelm-

ingly high in omparison to that of the other partiles. In onsidering the

above data, one should of ourse take into aount the fat that, at low ener-

gies, let's say below 10MeV, partile �uxes are strongly dependent on many

fators, inluding weather onditions, so that there are big unertainties in

their measurement up to an order of magnitude [32℄. Moreover, all the data

presented so far in this Setion refer to the sea level altitude. With inreasing

altitudes, the ontribution to the partile �ux given by protons and neutrons,

the nuleoni omponent of CR, beomes more and more relevant (see Fig. 2)

and is predominant above atmospheri depths of approximately 500 g m

�2 9

.

Figure 4: Conversion diagram from atmospheri depth to altitude. The data

orresponding to the dots are taken from Ref. [33℄.

To onlude this Setion, we provide also some data regarding the partile

�ux outside the heliosphere. The total �ux of CR in the galaxy is large,

about 100000 partiles m

�2
s

�1
[34℄. Muh lower is for example the integral

diretional �ux of CR primaries with E > 2� 1015eV is about �idf = 75000

9

The atmospheri depth is a quantity whih is often used to measure the altitude. For

onveniene, we give in Fig. 4 a diagram whih is useful to make the onversion from

atmospheri depth in g/m

2
to altitude in kilometers.
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partiles km

�2
sr

�1
day

�1
. This datum has been derived using a formula for

the integral diretional �ux given in Ref. [25℄, whih is based on the results

of measurements and simulations of inoming osmi ray �uxes reported in

Ref. [35℄. The dependene of this �ux on the diretion of the inoming

partiles is minimal sine, as mentioned before, the distribution of these

partiles is isotropi due to the presene of random magneti �elds in the

Milky Way. Finally, the integral diretional �ux of partiles with energies

above 1020eV is �idf = 1 partile km
�2

sr

�1
entury

�1
[36℄. With suh a

small �ux, the investigation of CR with energy beyond the GZK limit requires

detetors whih over a very large area. Perhaps with the next generation of

detetors it will be possible to solve the puzzles onneted with UHECR.

2.4 Dose of ionizing radiation from CR in present times

In present times

10

the e�etive dose rate (EDR) delivered by CR to the

human population varies from a minimum of 300�Sv year

�1
to a maximum

of 2000�Sv year

�1
. This wide range depends on many fators, the most

important one being the altitude. At sea level, the value whih usually is

given for the EDR is 270 �Sv year

�1
, or equivalently 31 nSv h

�1
. One

should keep in mind however that this estimation is the result of population-

weighing average. As a matter of fat, even if the altitude is �xed at the

sea level, the EDR still hanges with the latitude within a range of variation

of approximately 10%. Stritly speaking, 270 �Sv year

�1
is the dose rate

reeived by the population living at a latitude whih is near the 30

�
parallel.

It turns out in fat from the distribution of the population on the Earth that

this is the average latitude at whih people are living. Besides, the above

value of EDR takes into aount only the ontributions of muons and of the

eletromagneti omponent. The nuleoni omponent, whih at the sea level

is essentially onsisting of neutrons, gives to the average EDR at the sea level

an additional ontribution of 48 �Sv year�1 or, equivalently, 5.5 nSv h

�1
. The

�gures onerning neutrons should be taken with some are, sine up to the

time in whih Ref. [14℄ was released, the available data on neutron �uxes were

sparse. If one onsiders also the di�erent altitudes in whih the population

lives, the population-weighted EDR is of 380 �Sv year

�1
, orresponding to

an average habitant of the planet Earth living approximately near the 30

�

10

The data onerning the present levels of radiation oming from CR are taken from

the United Nations Report of the year 2000 [14℄.
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parallel and at an altitude of 900 meters above the sea level.

3 Conlusions

In this review a short but thorough aount has been provided on what it is

known about osmi rays, starting from their origin in spae and arriving to

the doses of ionizing radiation delivered by them to the human population.

Only the soures of CR have not been disussed here, beause this argument

is outside the aims of this artile. Muh attention has been dediated to

�uxes and intensities of CR and of the partiles arriving on the ground as an

e�et of the asades initiated by CR in the atmosphere. These quantities are

of interest for sientists working in di�erent subjets. Apart from researh in

high energy physis and astronomy, the �uxes and intensities of partiles of

osmi origin are also studied for radioprotetion purposes [7, 14℄ and for their

apability of ausing potentially harmful failures in omputers and eletroni

storage devies [34℄. Fluxes of CR are also arefully measured due to their

relevane to spae explorations, see for example [37℄. Finally, in Appendix

A the various kinds of �uxes and intensities of CR and related partiles

whih one enounters in researh artiles about CR have been de�ned and

their meaning has been illustrated. Conrete expressions for these quantities

have been given in terms of mass densities, veloity distributions and energy

densities. Both relativisti and non-relativisti ases have been treated. Up

to now, a systemati lassi�ation and explanation of these quantities suh

as that provided in this work was missing in the sienti� literature on CR.

The neessity of �lling this gap justi�es the length of this Appendix.

A Appendix A: De�nitions of intensity, �ux

and related quantities

We have seen that, in order to haraterize the intensity and �ux of harged

partiles whih arrive on the Earth due to CR there exist an entire zoo of

observables. Their names and meanings may sound puzzling for somebody

who is not aquainted with them. Moreover, the same observable is some-

times alled with di�erent names by di�erent authors, or, on the ontrary, the

same name is used to desribe two slightly di�erent observables in di�erent

ontexts. Besides, it is not easy to �nd an explanation of these observables
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in the sienti� literature. Books on radiative transport ontain often useful

information, see for example [38℄, however these books desribe the inten-

sity and �ux of radiation emitted by an energy soure. Here we are instead

dealing with intensity and �ux of partiles arriving at a detetor. For these

reasons and also to make this artile self-ontained, in the following it will

be made an e�ort to explain the meaning of the various quantities whih are

relevant in the physis of CR.

A.1 Di�erential diretional intensity

The di�erential diretional intensity (DDI) Iddi is de�ned
11

in suh a way

that the quantity

dN i= IddidSd
dE idt (9)

represents the number of partiles of a given kind inident upon the in�nites-

imal element of area dS during the time dtwithin the element of solid angle

d
perpendiular to dS and within the energy interval [E i;E i+ dE i]. Here the

index i= 1;2;3;:::labels the di�erent kinds of partiles (eletrons, protons,

muons et.)

To ompute expliitly the Iddi in terms of physial parameters like partile

veloity and mass or energy density, let us onsider a point P in the spae,

whose position with respet to a artesian system of oordinates O xyz is given

by the radius vetor r = (x;y;z). In the following, it will be onvenient to

de�ne a seond referene system with origin in P and spherial oordinates

$ ;�;�, with 0 � � � � and 0 � � � 2�, see Fig. 5. We introdue also

the in�nitesimal vetor element of surfae dS = dSn. The area and the

orientation of dS are given by dS and by the unit vetor n whih is normal

to dS respetively. The element of surfae dS is entered around the point

P . Now we wish to ount the number of partiles of a ertain type, e. g.

eletrons, whih hit per unit of time the surfae dS and whose veloities vi

are oriented aording to a ertain diretion, given for instane by the unit

vetor eR (�;�). In mathematial terms this last ondition is expressed as

follows: vi = jvijeR (�;�). We will see that, in the ase of the �ux, the

diretion of eR (�;�)may be arbitrary. However, in the ase of the intensity,

the element of surfae dS should be by de�nition perpendiular to the vetor

11

Here we follow Ref. [39℄, in whih a very lear and preise de�nition of the related

onept of diretional intensity is presented
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eR (�;�). In other words:

n = eR (�;�) (10)

If the partiles are non-relativisti, one may express the DDI in terms of the

veloity and mass density of partiles:

vi= jvi(E i)jeR(�;�) (11)

�i= �i(r;�;�;Ei;t) (12)

The norm of vi is a funtion of the energy of the partile given by the well

known relation:

E i=
m i

2
jvij

2
(13)

Let us note that the distribution of density of mass �i, whih an also be

a sum of Dira delta funtions, depends on the angles �;�, on the position

r of the point P in the spae, on the energy E i and on the time. There is

however no dependene on the radial oordinate $ . We will see below why

it is not neessary to add the radial oordinate in the list of the arguments of

�i. Looking at Fig. 5, it is lear that the number of partiles inident upon

the surfae dS from the spei�ed diretion is given by:

dN i;eR (r;�;�;Ei;t)=
�i

m i

jvijdS � eR (�;�)dt (14)

In order to derive Eq. (14) it has been used the fat that the total mass

dM of the partiles whih traverse the surfae dS in the interval of time dtis

dM = �ijvijdS� eRdt. The number of suh partiles is obtained after dividing

the total mass dM by the mass m i of a single partile of type i. The depen-

dene of dN i;eR (r;�;�;Ei;t)on the kineti energy E i beomes expliit after

eliminating the norm of the veloity jvijfrom the right hand side of Eq. (14)

using Eq. (13). Finally, the salar produt dS � eR (�;�) gives the e�etive

area whih is hit by the partiles inoming from the diretion eR (�;�). Sine

by de�nition of DDI the partile veloities are always perpendiular to dS,

i. e. parallel to dS, see Eq. (10), we have that

dN i;eR (r;�;�;Ei;t)=
�i

m i

jvijdSdt=
�i

m i

s

2E i

m i

dSdt (15)

Now we are in a position to understand why it is not needed to take into

aount the dependene on $ of mass density. The reason is that just a small
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θ
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dS

φ

Figure 5: This �gure shows the geometrial setup for the de�nition of the

di�erential diretional intensity. The normal vetor n to the in�nitesimal

surfae dS at the point P oinides with the vetor eR whih gives the di-

retion of the inoming partiles. The partiles that will be traversing the

surfae dS within the interval of time dtare those ontained in the volume

h � dS, where h = jvijdt.
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portion of spae near the point P is onsidered, so that the radial oordinate

is varying within the interval [0;h], where h = jvijdt. Clearly, the variation of

�iwith respet to the radial oordinate is negligible within this in�nitesimal

interval.

Let us remark that, in real measurements, the number of partiles oming

from a partiular diretion is usually very small, so that it is better to onsider

an entire set of diretions, for instane those haraterized by slightly di�erent

angles �0;�0 inluded within the range

� � �0� � + �� (16)

� � �
0� � + �� (17)

where �� and �� denote �nite quantities and not in�nitesimal ones. Clearly,

the unit vetors eR (�
0;�0)assoiated to these diretions span a surfae of area:

A =

Z �+ � �

�

d�0sin(�0)

Z �+ � �

�

d�0 (18)

on a sphere of unit radius, see Fig. 6. Always for experimental reasons, it

∆φ

∆θ

A

eR(θ’,φ’)

Figure 6: Area A spanned on a sphere of unit radius by the unit vetors

eR (�
0;�0). The values of �0 and �0 are de�ned in Eqs. (16) and (17).

will also be onvenient to enlarge the set of possible partile energies to a

20



�nite interval:

E i� E 0

i� E i+ �E i (19)

Now we ount the inoming partiles in the neighborhood of the point P

aording to the following proedure. For eah value of the energy E 0

iwithin

the interval (19) and for eah of the diretions falling within the range of

angles of Eqs. (16�17), we ount the number of partiles traversing a surfae

of �xed area dS and perpendiular to that diretion in the sense of Eq. (10).

Suessively, summing over all the numbers obtained in this way, we get the

�nal result dN i;� �;� �;� Ei(r;�;�;Ei;t)dSdt. In terms of mathematial equa-

tions, this means that the quantity dN i;� �;� �;� Ei(r;�;�;Ei;t) is omputed

by integrating the in�nitesimal number of partiles dN i;eR (r;�;�;Ei;t) of

Eq. (14) as follows:

dN i;� �;� �;� Ei(r;�;�;Ei;t)=

Z
E i+ � E i

E i

Z
�+ � �

�

Z
�+ � �

�

�i

(m i)
3

2

q

2E id

0dSdt

(20)

To write the above equation we have used Eq. (13) in order to express the

speed jvijas a funtion of the kineti energy E i and the fat that the in-

�nitesimal element of solid angle d
0
is given by:

d
0
= sin(�0)d�0d�0 (21)

The quantity dN i;� �;� �;� Ei(r;�;�;Ei;t) desribes the intensity of partiles

with energy in the interval (19) whih arrive at the point P from all the

diretions spanning the area A of Eq. (18) on a sphere of unit radius.

To ompute the DDI, it is now su�ient to take the limit in whih ��

and �� beome in�nitesimally small. In that ase:

dN i;� �;� �;� Ei(r;�;�;Ei;t)� dN i(r;�;�;Ei;t) (22)

with

dN i(r;�;�;Ei;t)=
�i

(m i)
3

2

q

2E id
dE idSdt (23)

It is easy to realize that the number of partiles dN i(r;�;�;Ei;t)of Eq. (23)

oinides with the number of partiles entering in the de�nition of DDI of

Eq. (9). Comparing these two equations, we �nd that

Iddi(r;�;�;Ei;t)=
�i

(m i)
3

2

q

2E i (24)
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Eq. (24) provides a nie relation between the DDI and the mass density �i.

From Eq. (24) it turns out that the units in whih the DDI is measured are

m

�2
s

�1
sr

�1
GeV

�1
, where sr is a shorthand for steradiant, the unit of solid

angles. In SI units one should replae entimeters by meters and GeV's by

Joules.

As a �nal remark, let us note that the DDI arries a lot of information

about the intensity of partiles inoming from di�erent diretions. We will

also see that the DDI is related to the energy density of partiles. On the

other side, the DDI is an observable whih is mainly related to the point in

whih it is measured. In partiular, it is not possible to integrate the quantity

Iddi in dS in order to extend its meaning to an arbitrary �nite surfae S. The

reason is that, in the de�nition of the DDI the vetor element of surfae dS

is onstrained to satisfy Eq. (10). Of ourse, in a real measurement the

in�nitesimal element of surfae dS is neessarily approximated by a �nite

surfae �S, whih may be for example the sensor of some partile detetor.

However, if one wishes to measure the number of partiles traversing an

arbitrary �nite surfae S, one should introdue the onept of �ux. This will

be done in Subsetion A.3.

A.1.1 Quantities related to the di�erential diretional intensity

Starting from the di�erential diretional intensity Iddi it is possible to on-

strut several other quantities whih are often enountered in the literature.

Integral diretional intensity: The integral diretional intensity (IDI) Iidi

is obtained by integrating the DDI over some �nite interval of energy

�E i= E i;m ax � E i;m in:

Iidi(r;�;�;Ei;m in;E i;m ax;t)=

Z
E i;m ax

E i;m in

Iddi(r;�;�;Ei;t)dE i (25)

where, of ourse, E i;m in � 0 in the non-relativisti ase. Moreover,

E i;m ax 2 [0;1 ]. The units of Iidi are m
�2
s

�1
sr

�1
.

Di�erential vertial intensity: In many experiments it is measured the

intensity of partiles arriving on the surfae of the Earth from the

vertial diretion, i. e. the diretion that from the ground points
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toward the enter of the earth

12

. For this reason, the DDI in the

vertial diretion, whih is supposed here to oinide with the value of

the angle � = 0 of our spherial system of oordinates, has deserved a

separate name and it is alled the di�erential vertial intensity (DVI)

Idvi. The Idvi is de�ned as follows:

Idvi(r;E i;t)= Iddi(r;� = 0;�;Ei;t) (26)

The units of DVI are the same of the units of the DDI.

Integral vertial intensity The integral vertial intensity (IVI) gives the

number of partiles oming from the vertial diretion with respet to

our oordinate system $ ;�;� and with energies omprised within the

interval [E i;m in;E i;m ax]whih traverse a unit surfae in the unit of time:

Iivi(r;t)=

Z E i;m ax

E i;m in

Iddi(r;� = 0;�;Ei;t)dE i (27)

Integrated intensity: The integrated intensity (II)

13 Iii is de�ned as the

integral of the DDI over all possible diretions and energy values[39℄:

Iii(r;t)=

Z
+ 1

0

dE i

Z
2�

0

d�

Z �

0

d�sin�Iddi(r;�;�;Ei;t) (28)

The integrated intensity is measured in units m

�2
s

�1
. Of ourse, if

one integrates the DDI only over all possible diretions the result is a

quantity whih may be alled the di�erential integrated intensity.

A.2 Energy density of partiles and the intensity in the

relativisti ase

The spei� diretional density (SDD) usdd(r;�;�;Ei;t)is de�ned here as the

kineti energy of partiles of type iper unit of volume, of energy and of solid

angle. Sometimes the SDD is also alled di�erential diretional density. The

quantity:

dU = usdd(r;�;�;Ei;t)dV d
dE i (29)

12

Sometimes one onsiders the intensity of partiles in the near vertial diretion, where

the values of the angle � between the trajetories of the partiles and the gravity fore

spans over a �nite interval, suh as for instane 0:9� sin�� 1.
13

Stritly speaking the name integrated integral intensity would be more orret.
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represents the total kineti energy arried by partiles whih are inside an

element of volume dV and have veloities vi whose diretions span a small

element of solid angle d
 entered around the diretion of the unit vetor

eR (�;�). The norms of these veloities are determined by the ondition that

the energy of the partiles must be within the in�nitesimal interval [E i;E i+

dE i]. Clearly, the number of partiles dN with the above harateristis

whih are inside the small volume dV at the time t is given by the total

energy of the partiles divided by the energy of eah single partile:

dN = usdd(r;�;�;Ei;t)dV d

dE i

E i

(30)

In the non-relativisti ase we have seen that the relation between the kineti

energy E i and the norm of the veloity jvijis provided by Eq. (13). In the

relativisti ase, this equation must be substituted with the following one:

jvij=
c

E i+ m ic
2

q

E 2

i + 2m ic
2E i (31)

The relativisti and non-relativisti expressions of the energy density usdd

may be found in Ref.[40℄.

At this point, we wish to derive the DDI for partiles whih attain rela-

tivisti speeds in terms of the energy density. We note to this purpose that

the partiles whih will traverse the surfae dS in the time dtwhile arriving

from the diretion perpendiular to dS, are ontained in the in�nitesimal

volume:

dV = jvijdSdt (32)

As a onsequene, the number of partiles dN i of Eq. (9) may be expressed

in terms of the SDD as follows:

dN i= usdd(r;�;�;Ei;t)jvijdSdtd

dE i

E i

(33)

Comparing Eq. (9) with Eq. (33), we obtain a relation between the DDI and

the SDD:

Iddi= usdd(r;�;�;Ei;t)
c

E 2

i + m ic
2E i

q

E 2

i + 2m ic
2E i (34)

where we have used Eq. (31) in order to write the speed jvijas a funtion of

the energy E i. Eq. (34) is the analogous of Eq. (24) in the relativisti ase

with the mass density �i replaed by the energy density.
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At this point, the derivation of the related quantities of the DDI, like for

instane the integral diretional intensity or the di�erential vertial intensity,

proeeds as in the non-relativisti ase of Subsetion A.1.

Finally, following an analogous alulation of the total energy density of

eletromagneti radiation presented in Ref. [38℄, it is possible to ompute the

total kineti energy density uted(r;t)of the partiles per unit of volume:

uted(r;t)=

Z
+ 1

m 2

i
c4
dE i

Z

d

E 2

i + m ic
2E i

c
q

E 2

i + 2m ic
2E i

Iddi(r;�;�;Ei;t) (35)

A.3 Di�erential diretional �ux and related quantities

The de�nition of the di�erential diretional �ux (DDF) �ddf is very similar to

that of the DDI. The di�erene is that, in the ase of the DDF, the diretion

of the normal n to the element of surfae dS does not need to oinide with

the diretion of the veloity of the inoming partiles eR (�;�). More preisely,

the DDF is de�ned in suh a way that the quantity

dN
f

i;eR
= �ddfdSdtdE id
 (36)

represents the number of partiles of a given kind traversing the in�nitesimal

surfae element dS during the time dtwithin the element of solid angle d


and within the energy interval [E i;E i+ dE i]. The supersript f has been

added to remember that now a �ux is being omputed and not an intensity.

To ompute the DDF, let us imagine that we wish to measure it in a

neighborhood of a point P . Sine suh measurements are usually performed

on the ground, to �x the ideas we assume that the point P is very near

(a few meters or less) to the surfae of the Earth. The partile detetor is

approximated as a small and �at surfae, whih is entered around P . One

side of the surfae, that in whih there are the sensors and whih is thus

able to detet the �uxes of inoming partiles, is always direted toward the

sky, while the opposite side is pointing toward the ground, see Fig. 7. To

express this all in mathematial terms, we introdue an in�nitesimal element

of surfae dS and we hoose a system of oordinates xP ;yP ;zP at the point P

in suh a way that dS lies in the horizontal plane zP = 0. In polar oordinates

$ ;�;� this means that the diretion of the unit vetor n whih is normal to

dS is given by the angle � = 0. Furthermore, the orientation of n is suh

that it points downward, i. e. toward the ground. Sine we are measuring
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z P

P

P

n

dS

Figure 7: This �gure shows the shemati experimental setup used to mea-

sure the �ux of partiles of osmi origin on the ground. The detetor is

represented as an in�nitesimal element of surfae dS. The ative part of the

detetor is on the upper side of the surfae, whih points toward the sky.

only partiles whih traverse the upper side of the surfae dS in a downward

sense, this implies that:

n � eR(�;�)= cos� � 0 (37)

i. e. the normal vetor n and the partile veloity jvijeR (�;�)form an angle

�, see Fig. 8. Clearly, Eq. (37) is satis�ed only in the interval 0 � � � �2

The volume of partiles dV whih will traverse dS oming from the diretion

er(�;�) is shown in Fig. 8 and it is given by: dV = jvijdtcos�. The number

of those partile in the non-relativisti ase is thus given by

dN
f

i;eR
=
�ijvij

m i

dSdtcos� (38)

This is the analog of Eq. (14) in the ase of the �ux. The fator cos� results

after evaluating the salar produt n � eR (�;�) using Eq. (37). As in the

ase of the intensity, in real measurements it is better to onsider partiles

oming from di�erent diretions and arrying di�erent energies, instead of

�xing the attention to a partiular diretion and a partiular energy. However

we should remember that, in the omputation of the DDF, the orientation of
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P

θ

dS

n
eR

h

Figure 8: This �gure shows the geometrial setup for the de�nition of the

di�erential diretional �ux. The normal vetor n to the in�nitesimal surfae

dS at the point P makes an angle � with the vetor eR whih gives the

diretion of the inoming partiles. The partiles of type iwith veloity

jvijeR(�;�)whih will traverse the surfae dS within the interval of time dt

are those ontained in the volume h � dS cos�, where h = jvijdt.
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the surfae dS remains �xed, what is hanging is the diretion of the inoming

partiles. At this point the proedure to obtain the di�erential diretional

�ux is entirely similar to that used in deriving the expliit expression for the

DDI of Eq. (24). The �nal result for the DDF is :

�ddf(r;�;�;Ei;t)=
�i

(m i)
3

2

q

2E icos� (39)

The units of the DDF are the same as the units of the DDI.

A.3.1 Observables related to the DDF

In analogy with what has been done in the ase of the intensities, one may

onstrut other observables starting from the DDF. For example, after inte-

grating the DDF with respet to the energy one obtains the integral dire-

tional �ux (IDF), while the di�erential vertial �ux (DVF) orresponds

to the value of the DDF in the ase � = 0. Clearly, the DVF oinides

with the DVI. The di�erential integrated �ux �(r;E i;t), whih an

be found in standard textbooks, is de�ned in suh a way that the quantity

dN
f

i;int = �(r;E i;t)dSdt oinides with the number of partiles of a given

kind and of given energy E i traversing in a downward sense

14

the element

of surfae dS:

�(r;E i;t)=

Z �

2

0

d�

Z
2�

0

d��ddf(r;�;�;Ei;t)sin� (40)

The subsript int in dN
f

i;int means integrated and it is referred to the fat

that, to derive �(r;E i;t)dSdt, one needs an integration over d
. This �ux

an be measured in units m

�2
s

�1
GeV

�1
. Starting from the expression of

�(r;E i;t) it is possible to ompute the integral integrated �ux, often alled

total �ux:

�(r;t)=

Z E i;m ax

E i;m in

�(r;E i;t)dE i (41)

The onept of �ux is usually onneted with vetor �elds. In the present

ase, the vetor �eld is provided by the so-alled di�erential diretional in-

tensity �eld

Iddi= IddieR (42)

14

We reall that downward means here that the angle between the normal vetor n and

the vetor eR whih determines the diretion of the partile veloity must be within the

range [0;
�

2
].
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where eR is the unit vetor whih de�nes the diretion of the veloity of

partiles. In terms of the DDI �eld, the �ux may be expressed as follows:

�(r;E i;t)=

Z

d
Iddi� n (43)

aording to the usual de�nition of �ux.

Contrarily to the DDI, the DDF may also be integrated with respet to

the element of area dS. As we have antiipated before, this fat allows to

de�ne the �ux of partiles traversing an extended surfae S. To ompute the

�ux of partiles in the ase of an extended surfae S, it will be onvenient

to parametrize this surfae with the help of two parameters �1 and �2, so

that a point of S in the spae will be denoted by the triplet of artesian

oordinates x(�1;�2), y(�1;�2)and z(�1;�2)or, shortly, by the radius vetor

r(�1;�2). For eah point P of the surfae, orresponding to a given value

of the parameters �1 and �2, we have seen that it is possible to ompute

the di�erential �ux of partiles �(r(� 1;�2);E i;t) traversing a small element

dS of S. The total �ux �S(E i;t) of partiles of energy E i inoming upon

S within the interval of time dtis obtained by integrating �(r(� 1;�2);E i;t)

with respet to dS, where dS will now depend on �1 and �2:

�S(E i;t)=

Z

S

�(r(� 1;�2);E i;t)dS(�1;�2) (44)
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